
E X A M I N I N G  E B I K E S

WE'VE ALL HEARD THAT THE EBIKES ARE COMING; WHAT 
REALLY MATTERS NOW IS HOW THEY’RE MANAGED ON 
THE TRAILS. JAMES SECHER TAKES A LOOK AT THE SPORT’S 
BIGGEST INTERNATIONAL DESTINATION TO GAUGE 
OPINIONS ON THIS EMERGING ISSUE.

E-BIKES IN WHISTLER

W O R D S  J A M E S  S E C H E R
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Whistler is on the bucket list of most red 
blooded mountain bikers. It boasts over 1,500 
vertical metres of lift-accessed trails and the 
overall footprint of the park covers around 30 
square kilometres; you could spend a month 
trying and still not ride the 300 odd kilometres 
of trails on offer.

The area has been an MTB mecca for many 
years with hotels accommodating skiers in the 
winter and mountain bikers in the summer. 
We stayed at the Hotel AAVA and it was clear 
that the MTB community is very welcome here; 
they had free fat bikes for guests to take out, 
as well as bike washing stations, GoPro hire, 
bike lockers and even bike valet services—it all 
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creates a great atmosphere for riders.
I recently spent some time in Whistler and it 

soon became clear that the ebike is currently 
the most divisive topic within the local MTB 
community. Some riders were staunchly 
against ebikes, expressing a real dislike for their 
kind. Much of this centred around the potential 
for these bikes to be modified beyond their 
intended use, leading to misrepresentation 
of mountain biking and the potential of trail 
access being reduced. Others felt ebikes had 
their place but should be restricted to ‘ebike 
only’ trails.

I spoke to Todd Hellinga to gain his views on 
the topic. Todd is the director of planning for 

the Whistler Off-Road Cycling Association or 
WORCA; a community organisation that serves 
as the voice between the MTB community, 
government and trail management outside 
the Whistler bike park as well as the private 
sector—it’s one of the largest associations of its 
type in Canada. Todd feels that ebikes don’t 
have much of a place in the region. He hopes 
that regulations will see them assigned to 
designated ebike trails rather than the existing 
network of MTB singletracks.

Finestone Weighs In
In chatting with Brian Finestone, manager 
of Whistler bike park, with over 20 years of 
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experience working for Whistler-Blackcomb, 
we got a completely different view on ebikes; 
he was surprised to hear that they were even a 
contentious topic. Brian was an early adopter 
and has owned an ebike for commuting 
for over seven years. In our conversation he 
recalled taking an eMTB out for a quick ride a 
few days earlier. He told of how he hit a series 
of trails that would normally have taken him 
four hours but completed the ride in around 
two hours. “How great is it that I can cover my 

have no place within the 86km of trails he 
manages within the bike park, “They’re simply 
the wrong tool for the job and there’s no need 
for pedal assist up the hills within the bike park. 
The area is serviced by gondolas and riding 
uphill is not allowed.”

He also pointed out that most ebikes are 
not really built for the downhill-style trails in 
the bike park. While there's no reason to ban 
them, he will discourage anyone from taking 
a bike that's not up to the job, the same as 
small travel XC bike isn't suitable on the bike 
park trails.

Are others likely to change their tune as time 
goes on? “I think we’re at a time where people 
are cautiously pessimistic about ebikes but 
once they see that they’re not going to be a 
threat, people will become adopters or at least 
look the other way and not really worry about 
them. More people out on bikes supporting 
the industry by buying helmets gloves pads, 
tyres, gloves and clothes is a good thing.”

Expanded Opportunities
One company that's embracing the ebike is 
Canadian Wilderness Adventures. They have 
a background in touring on snowmobiles and 

“An aggressive downhill rider can have more

impact on a trail than what we see an ebike 

doing, so trail damage is not an issue.”
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favourite off-park trails in half the time.”
Brian also said that some of his trail 

builders are adopting ebikes to carry around 
equipment. “They can reach the high alpine 
areas where we’d normally have used a trials 
moto. The chunky tyres and torque of the 
trials bike can do a lot more damage than an 
ebike—an aggressive downhill rider can have 
more impact on a trail than what we see an 
ebike doing, so trail damage is not an issue.”

However, Brian was quick to state that ebikes 

Top Left: The Callaghan 
Valley has some not-so-
intimidating trails that cater 
for intermediate level riders 
and family groups. 

Top Right: Brian Finestone 
feels that ebikes have a 
place in Whistler, just not on 
the bike parks gravity trails.

Right: Ebike rental is now 
an option in the broader 
Whistler region.
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ATVs and have access to a range of trails in 
the Callaghan Valley area, roughly 20km from 
Whistler village.

While they don't have a mountain 
bike background, they're responsible for 
maintaining the backcountry trials in their 
area. They decided to purchase a fleet of 18 
Giant Full-E+1 bikes and run MTB tours during 
the summer months.

When I caught up with them they were 
still in the testing phase but they were really 
impressed with the bikes and positive about 
their new endeavour. The Callaghan Valley 

trails offer more intermediate level of riding—
something that's surprisingly limited in the 
Whistler area. Generally you have to be 
reasonably handy behind the bars in Whistler, 
which can be daunting and some riders find 
themselves in over their head. Trails like those in 
the Callaghan Valley open up the region to a 
broader range of riders as well as families, and 
that's the target market for these tours. Given 
the scale of the nearby hills, ebikes make a 
lot of sense—especially for the average rider. 
The model being established by Canadian 
Wilderness Adventure also placates the ebike 
haters as it segregates them from Whistler's 
core trail network.

During my time at Whistler it became 
abundantly clear that the MTB scene 
is stronger than ever; something that 
was echoed by the industry leaders, 
manufacturers, tour operators and 
associations that I spoke to. Every year the 
town transitions smoothly from a winter sports 
capital to an MTB mecca and back again. 
The relationships between businesses and 
governing bodies are complementary and 
the needs of riders are well understood. The 
end result is a chilled atmosphere and a very 
progressive environment for adventure sports.

Within this setting, ebikes still represent a 
bit of an unknown element. They're definitely 
coming though – in fact they're already there 
– and it'll be interesting to see how the biggest 
mountain biking mecca manages them. While 
opinions certainly differ, all signs thus far point 
to a fairly symbiotic relationship with an overall 
increase to MTB based tourism as a result. 
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Above: Venture beyond the 
lift assisted bike park trails 
and some ebike assistance 
will seem pretty appealing in 
these hills.

Below: Canadian Wilderness 
Adventures now runs guided 
ebike tours.
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